
PHOENIX 26 SUPER SPORT | HEAVY DUTY SCRUB & POLISH

PERFECT FOR:

Warehousing

Parts Depots

Manufacturing

       FEATURING AQUA-STOP BRUSHES
       20% CHEMICAL & WATER SAVINGS

OFFSET BRUSH DECK IS IDEAL FOR CLEANING
CLOSE TO WALLS & UNDERNEATH OBSTACLES

POWERFUL TWO SPEED BRUSH MOTOR
SCRUB, STRIP & POLISH - 1 MACHINE



PHOENIX 26 SUPER SPORT  |  PRODUCT FEATURES

1.800.323.9420
powerboss.com

The Phoenix 26 SUPER SPORT offers performance based features that make this compact 
scrubber productive, durable and cost effective. Aggressive scrubbing, dry floors and 20% 
water savings, are major difference makers for getting the job at hand done quickly and with 
professional results. Our two speed brush motor allows for daily scrub operation in standard 
RMP mode or the manager lockout key switch can be turned to activate the high RPM mode 
for heavy duty scrubbing or stripping of wax. This high speed motor also allows for use of the 
Power Polish system. Using a series of powerful brushes you can cost effectively produce 
that professional floor finish. Call us for your free on-site demonstration today.    

Power Polish BrushesKey Switch Lockout Operator Controls Aqua Stop Brush

Scrubbing Style

Scrub Path

Sweep Capable

Power Source

Brush Motor Power

Brush RPM

Brush Pressure

Solution Capacity

Recovery Capacity

Scrub Brushes

Theoretical Productivity

Disc

26”

No

24 volts

.75 hp (1)

180 & 380 RPM

1 Setting

13 gallon

12 gallon

13” Disc (2)

34,445 ft2/hr

PHOENIX 26 SUPER SPORT TECHNICAL DATA

The combination of quality urethane squeegees and an exceptional 
vacuum producesa completely dry, clean surface.

The scrub brush or pad is encapsulated with a ring which retains 
the water/chemical longer producing a 20% water/chemical savings. 
An additional benefit is the labor savings received by reducing trips 
to fill and dump tanks.

Operators will understand the operator controls giving them the 
confidence to produce professional results.

Revitalize your floor using our Power Polish series of brushes to 
produce amazing results. 

BENEFITSFEATURES

Exceptional Water Recovery

Easy-to-Use

Super Scrub & Polish (SSP) 

Polish Package

"Aqua-Stop" Water Savings

SOUND LEVEL < = 70DBS

20% WATER SAVINGS

20% CHEMICAL SAVINGS

OPTIONAL MAINTENANCE-FREE GEL BATTERIES

GREEN FEATURES

Optional Off-Isle Spray Scrub
and Vacuum wand. 

Aqua-Stop Technology is a thin rubber strip surrounding brushes that have been 
introduced and implemented at Minuteman. This water and chemical reduction 
factor translates into economic gains for our customers as well as environmental 
benefits to display the overall effectiveness of Aqua-Stop.

A lockout key switch allows for the choice of lower RPM maintenance 
scrubbing or turn the key for high speed RPM super scrub, stripping 
or polishing, one machine allowing for many cleaning functions.

The lid for the recovery tank must be sealed to have excellent vacuum. 
Our lid has a captured rubber gasket that will not absorb water and 
chemical then breakdown and compromise the vacuum. Our gasket 
can be removed cleaned and re-installed for consistent performance.

Quality Where It Counts

Offers the ease and convenience to simply remove the plug from the 
side of the unit and plug into the nearest outlet saving space and time.

Adjustable speed controller, ergonomic hand bails, low profile offset 
scrub head offers superior handling and improved productivity. 

On-Board Charger

Ergonomic Heavy-Duty 
Design


